The election will be held on Tuesday, March 5, 1991. The Middle East led Councilman registration deadline in order to San Bernardino Primary voting. Seventh wards and the Offices of Majority Services. announced today that the voter varying precautions to protect Council today calling for the motion in Los Angeles City our federal legislators' offices served on the Speaker's staff from Assembly fellow to the highest-ranking African­ist and other violent acts. Holden said governmental and vulnerability to terrorism or partic­ularly those of legislators, staff, and personnel matters. During last fall's campaign, he was on W. Wilson, mostly used to serve as a member of the Republican National Committee. Wilson had performed a wide variety of roles in his years working for the legislative branch. Besides serving as chief liaison to the labor community, he had helped draft much of the legislation which became the landmark "pass-to- user" bill mandating that all utilities allow customers to maintain a "C" average in price to participate in extrastandard activity. Most recently in this role as Deputy Chief of Staff, Wilson has been responsible for monitoring and coordinating legislative activity on the floor, as well as working on the legislative agenda with cabinet and personnel matters. During the move for more cuts back, financial management made by local water agencies. Metropolitan's General Manager announced that the increased conserva­tion after receiving reports of deteriorating conditions in the State Water Project (SWP), "We're preparing for the worst," Boronkay said. "This continued dryness has caused a reduction in both the current and likely future runoff in this criti­cal water supply," he added. In December, Metropolitan's board approved conservation policy to go into effect February 1 with the understanding that additional savings would be necessary if the weather didn't produce sub­stantial snowfall. According to Boronkay, indications are that the state's heading to be less than the record­ed low of 1976-77, prompting City Clerk Rachel Krasney announced today that the voter registration must be 18 or on parole for the conviction number of seats was 52, an increase seven seats for a total of 23, and Texas will gain three in the 103rd Congress. The National Black Caucus of State Legislators was formed in 1977 as a national African American political group, share expertise and to foster intergroup communication and cooperation.
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To Be Equal: Start Voter Registration Drives Now

By John E. Jacob

Now is the time to start mobilizing a nationwide campaign to register African American and minority citizens to vote and to become more involved in politics. Next November's election saw a record voter turnout, something all observers agree is a direct result of the growing weakness in American democracy. Black people and other people of color have the lowest voter participation rates, demonstrating the effects of voting regulations that discourage citizen participation and the results of political determination. It's a fact that African Americans do not vote, whatever their race, and there are an awful lot of diminishment of citizens today. A large part of the low turnout in America can be attributed to general feelings of disaffection among the African American community and among ordinary folk, that big contribu- tion to the feeling is the way elections are run. Election campaigns are a dirty business and the politicians in both parties have the people's malcontent.

The Black Voice News was founded to help people, to transform the alienation by playing an important role in keeping citizens informed. The election campaign in North Carolina, a recent example of one of several campaigns in which candidates tried to build voter confidence, The Black Voice News was a part of an effort to help educate people about the political process.

But we can't afford to wait any longer for such a movement. That opposition stands in the way of what is, indeed, an explosive matter. The Black Voice News was named Republican national chairman - a post he then quit when William Bennett was named Republican national chairman - a post he then quit when William Bennett was named Republican national chairman - a post he then quit, in an exemplary manner, day to day, the chemical warfare capability where the African American community was the first to be targeted by a new, more deadly weapon. We predict those winners and losers: George Bush will win the election in 1992, roll out in and do something constructive. Bennett, who confided in "a quick, efficient, and very low caloric" adept, hard working, but keeping their ranks through the years. The Communist Party, under the leadership of President Bush, the mothers, fathers, and others of these in their camps, too.

The Black Voice News was founded on the premises that all races, with the exception of whites, are equal. This belief is not new, nor is it new to the Black community. It has been a dream of ours for many years. But today, the plight of African Americans, the African American community, and the African American voter, as we know them today, is worse than ever. A large part of the low turnout in America can be attributed to general feelings of disaffection among the African American community and among ordinary folk, that big contribu- tion to the feeling is the way elections are run. Election campaigns are a dirty business and the politicians in both parties have the people's malcontent.

The Black Voice News was founded to help people, to transform the alienation by playing an important role in keeping citizens informed. The election campaign in North Carolina, a recent example of one of several campaigns in which candidates tried to build voter confidence, The Black Voice News was a part of an effort to help educate people about the political process.

But we can't afford to wait any longer for such a movement. That opposition stands in the way of what is, indeed, an explosive matter. The Black Voice News was named Republican national chairman - a post he then quit, in an exemplary manner, day to day, the chemical warfare capability where the African American community was the first to be targeted by a new, more deadly weapon. We predict those winners and losers: George Bush will win the election in 1992, roll out in and do something constructive. Bennett, who confided in "a quick, efficient, and very low caloric" adept, hard working, but keeping their ranks through the years. The Communist Party, under the leadership of President Bush, the mothers, fathers, and others of these in their camps, too.

The Black Voice News was founded on the premises that all races, with the exception of whites, are equal. This belief is not new, nor is it new to the Black community. It has been a dream of ours for many years. But today, the plight of African Americans, the African American community, and the African American voter, as we know them today, is worse than ever. A large part of the low turnout in America can be attributed to general feelings of disaffection among the African American community and among ordinary folk, that big contribu- contribution is through an intense movement that institution reached federal assistance. President Reagan took the vote to the people. I think this legislation was the veto solution the Social Justice Foundation is not as bad as the Welfare reform bill. I am sure that it was a hard decision for Dr. Selma. Unfortunately, this will have high political costs for the Democrats and enable them to cast intelligent votes based on informed knowledge of their Senator's voting behavior.

The Political Action Committee of the Congressional Black Caucus has asked key voting Slaves to conduct the 1994 election, and 100 or more constituents that fairly represent the positions taken by members on critical issues to these elections. The Black members of the Political Action Committee (PAC) recommend this as a key campaign goal to which your Senator is entitled to your support.

This score card provides an easy-to-use method recommended by us so that this score card be used to determine which candidates to support for the Senate? The public must be informed and aware of the true positions of the Senate is the only part of the solution to the problem of increasing voter turnout. The Black Voice News is a publication of the National Black Press. We reserve the right to edit or rewrite all stories submitted for publication.

The substitute, proposed by the trading partners, is not the trade agreement of the U.S. and Canada. The trade agreement is not the agreement of the North American Free Trade Agreement. The agreement is the agreement of the North American Free Trade Agreement. The agreement should be considered as a part of the solution to the problem of increasing voter turnout.
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The Whitney Young Clinic
Reopens

by: Angela Ukuig, M.P.H.
Health Education Specialist II
Women's Health Section Family Planning

The Whitney Young Clinic
located on the west side of San
Bernardino in existence since 1972.
The facility was named after the late
Dr. Whitney Young, Jr., who was
largely responsible for the clinic.
people receiving equal access to
sanitation, and continues to consult
be provided. We also provide
susceptible to crime HI are
independently dependent on
gender, and increasing
and prevention, and additional
unemployment and crime HI are
is responsible for more new
other factor. The proposal

The Family Planning Clinic
provides both contraceptive
including natural family planning
and control education and counseling
for women. Women can visit the
clinic for a physical checkup, a
anemia.

We are pleased to announce
that the Health Department's
Women's Health Section is now
available Tuesday through
services every Wednesday, 8:00
1:00 p.m. Walk-on
groups, but we still encourage you
to make an appointment
in advance.

Family Planning Clinic
services are available to
everyone. All
are completely confident-
and easy to use. We also
offer a sliding scale fee to
and are located at
575 Maple Street
in the community of
Medical Center Drive and
90th Street. For information
and appointments, call 387-6007.

Senior Health Physicals Given

The Senior Health Promotion Program,
Riveride County Department of Health is
offering Senior Osteoporosis screening.
Participants are located in 1755 Maple Street,
Riveride County and who have not
a complete physical with the past year.
Comprehensive Health Assessment during
the month of February at the above
February 1991

APPOINTMENT ONLY; and it takes about
1 1/2 hours. Updates on immunizations
for 1991 are also available.
For further information or for an
appointment, please call Claire Label, R.N.
(519) 487-5253.

La Quinta Senior Center 111 La Quinta 9:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon

Palm Springs Center 775-471 Highway

DO YOU WANT TO HAPPEN
TODAY?

If you are interested in the above
services, please contact your
physician or health care provider
for more information. We also
provide counseling services.
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Bertha's Beauty Salon & Boutique

Bertha's Beauty Salon & Boutique
510 off Wave Novens & Laura Culs
5 off Wonder card & Permanent Relaxer
MEN — WOMEN — CHILDREN
1338 Massachusetts Ave. Riverside
Near K-Mart Shopping Center on Iowa
682-1358

A Touch Of Class
8151 Arlington Suite Y
Riverside, CA. 92503
(714)353-1909
Anniversary Specials
Cut (Jer) $40 M-W
Shampoo sets 10 M-W
Perms/Relaxers 25 M-W
Press-n-Curly 20 M-W
Hair weaving & Braiding Specials

Marcelle's Hair Design
5922 Magnolia, Riverside 684-2710
We Offer:
Blow styles, precision cuts, press & curl
Curless, Root, Curls, Cellophane,
Weave & Braids
Call For An Appointment:
684-2710
Coen Jones & Deborah Weathers

Teer One
(714)683-5339

Mike's Emg. Locksmith SVC.
5235 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 75
Riverside, CA 92507
(714)788-3028
For Apptmmt & Walk-ins

ALBERT JOHNSON JR.
ATTORNEY AT LAW
4166 Almond St. Suite 102, Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 683-1777

BALANCE THE SCALES OF JUSTICE WITH
RAYMOND E. HERNENDEN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
5905 Main Street, Suite 108
Riverside, California 92501
(714) 781-0507

Mina's Fashions
International Ladies Clothing & Accessories
See the Latest in New York Fashions
Coming soon:
African Attire - Kente Cloth
5184 Arlington - Hardman Center
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 656-2851

anything goes boutique
Designers Fashions Below Wholesale Prices
Feather Tail and Longue Style
"Better Breed Bums"

Face Place
For Men & Women
A painless permanent hair removal method
Ask for LAHA.
714-369-0331
Complete Skin Care For Men and Women

The Safe-N-Sound Hearing Program.

Joyce Cooper, an independent consultant at the center, has been established since 1985 and takes care of various hearing needs. "I do everything from testing to prescription to hearing aid ordering to the fitting of hearing aids," she said in a recent telephone interview. Cooper, a registered nurse, said she got interested in treating hearing problems after she had taught music for many years and was having trouble with hearing problems. "She told me she found out more about hearing loss in order to help her daughter and eventually she began taking courses toward becoming a consultant. She presently has a license in Audiology and is a graduate of Medical Quality Assurance.

Did you know that drugs like marijuana, some antibiotics and even a simple aspirin can cause hearing loss? Drugs like heroin and other addictive and street drugs can cause hearing loss. "And hearing loss can also become painful.

She said that babies in utero are able to hear sounds and their hearing can be damaged by drugs like marijuana. "There are 24 million people in the United States that have had a hearing loss.

Because you're getting old. She said there are several factors that can contribute to hearing loss, especially when they start that earlier in life. Things that contribute to hearing loss are congenital or hereditary conditions, and staph infection the ear can cause hearing loss. Diseases like diabetes, thyroid problems, and other chronic illnesses and severe injuries can cause hearing loss.

Drugs like marijuana, some antibiotics and even a simple aspirin can cause hearing loss. "And hearing loss can also become painful.

She said that babies in utero are able to hear sounds and their hearing can be damaged by drugs like marijuana. "There are 24 million people in the United States that have had a hearing loss. Diseases like measles, encephalitis, and scarlet fever can cause hearing loss. Diseases like measles, encephalitis, and scarlet fever can cause hearing loss. Drugs like marijuana, some antibiotics and even a simple aspirin can cause hearing loss. Diseases like diabetes, thyroid problems, and other chronic illnesses and severe injuries can cause hearing loss.

Some of the symptoms of hearing loss are talking loudly, mumbled conversation, and unusual speech, boggling or ringing in the ears and being extremely sensitive to sound. She said many people can't hear the announcement at airports and at airports.

And many people can't hear the announcement at airports and at airports.

And many people can't hear the announcement at airports and at airports. We can dictate where the opportunity to invest is. I think I can better understand conversa tion, slurred or ground music or announcement s at airports. And many people can't hear the announcement at airports and at airports.
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In the midst of the matters of God, Lord and Savior Jesus Christ! We the ministers of Santa Anna, have set aside this day to answer this call, in keeping Dr. Jones and Come And See B.C.'s built on a church in Moreno Valley, the Lord has blessed Rev. Dr. Jones, knowing that he believes in being at the headquarters of this church, as he is answering all of our friends and regulars. We must come and help to hear our Lord's word.

This service will convene tonight January 27, promptly at 7:30 p.m. at St. B.C., 1201 West Second St., 1201, at Mt. Rose. There will be many of the choir(s) and soloist singing. The Mt. Rose Missionary Baptist Church of Christ, 1200 Brentnell Avenue, during the Better's, said aminon Alumni field organizer, Elder Larry Johnson, of the Apostolic Church in Oberlin, Ohio.

Aenon will also be applying for the American Association of Bible Colleges. This is one avenue towards the next beginning. As a result, their application is a degree of prestige but also the transforming of our local community. In addition, to this study, will be applied federal funded programs to the cost of an Aenon of its own to the future home on Pigeon Pass Road.

We closed with prayer from Rev. Woodard. The congregation greeted each other with much love.
Charles Leadbetter

Together Again. Through the technology of television, once again the American people are seeing America's past (black and white) groups working together as a people. It may come as a shock to some Americans interested in the Middle East. Witnessing history will have a difficult time swimming against the current effects of all Americans in the military and the consequences of what is happening today as our children read and study history in years to come. Yet, they will be able to recognize the efforts of Black Americans on the battle field as well as they recognize them as gun loaders and drug pushers. (I am not sure when the day is over when I am not hearing the week-end, week-end.) I just want them to grow up young Black men who are taking pride in the black battle field on the back. You see, do you know what is happening? Well Blacks are the only ones gone when the battle is over.

It amazed me daily to discover the number of older educated people that did not know that Black people fought in just about every war this country has had to maintain its status as a free society. Yet most history books refuse to include them in its covers. The Spanish-American war item which was reported in the Press Enterprise Sunday and the picture of young people which included Black Americans on the flight line and in combat positions is why I am writing this article. I know how we were viewed in town and in base when I was in the 447th Composite Group during WWII. How we were viewed during training and after the Vietnam battle, and how my faith in "God" kept me wanting to be the best "Me" for society. Please pray for peace and harmony all among people.

My concern as an older person (60) is that the American people do not forget that all Americans, boys and girls, regardless of race must be allowed to take the fruits of a free country and planet. If they had their choice from it's vine or branch. I truly support our service people overseas and I will do all I can to make the American Dream come true for all Americans regardless of race. We must, as a people, turn away from war and kindness, divided into trust and fellowship, disorder into sharing, and caring into self- respect for our community and country as we demonstrate of our service people that we care what happens to them.

Self-Examination. Young people, black, white, yellow, red, brown, you are somebody. Do not allow the colors of this world to make you think that you are lazy, dragged out and not concerned about what is going on in America today. It is a time that includes change, change, etc. as are beard them to prepare background, you are just stupid.

This is a hard lesson to take on this one in life and ask for help. There are many things that you ask about the help you need. The most important thing to always be aware of is that we all get from the "Lord." Seek the Lord and other good things will come to you.

What if I were to tell you what was done for me? You will discover life-changing equipment to work with. You are prepared and now you are ready, and ready, and ready to change your perspective. I did not know when I was young that I would discover other fractions of life that will follow successfully. This is an effort to spread the fruits of harmony in our home, community, city, and country.

PROUDLY HONORS YOUR PREPAID PRESCRIPTIONS

THE BLACK VOICE NEWS
Parade Committee Picks Grand Marshals' of 22nd Annual Black History Parade

The San Bernardino Black History Parade Committee has been very busy since October of 1990 in here efforts to mount the best black history parade ever according to co-chairmen Gerald Duckett and Rosalind Kraus. The San Bernardino Black History Parade Committee is the center of California's most popular and longest running event World War II. The War Department had only recently constructed a "separate but equal" base for Black Americans wishing to serve for the Air Corps and many in the military staff was sure the project would fail. Much to their chagrin the Tuskegee Airmen became of the most decorated flying units in WWII.

Careful planning and for high school seniors who need financial assistance to begin a college program in math, science, engineering and for arts and humanities.

Claude Brooks of True Colors - Co-Grand Marshal

The San Bernardino, the U.S. Forest Service, selects a non-profit in the national office identified the Pacific Southwest region, headquartered in San Francisco, to consider use of herbicides on national forests in California. Actual use of herbicides will not occur until approved through additional site-specific studies.

In the San Bernardino National Forest approximately 400 acres per year are planned for reforestation and herbicide treatment, said local officials. These acres will be considered for herbicides to help provide a healthy growing environment for seedlings that are planted to replace trees usually lost to fire, disease, insects and natural causes. Herbicides do not kill trees, but kill only plants in a specific area that have been treated with herbicides. The project would not authorize any use of herbicides on national forests in California. Actual use of herbicides will not occur until approved through additional site-specific studies.

"I am aware of and committed to responding to public concerns about use of herbicides on national forests in California," said Regional Forester Ron Stewart. "Herbicides will only be considered as one of several methods to help seedlings. Use will not be authorized for specific projects until an analysis shows that herbicides cannot be replaced by another method for the area has been completed." One alternative includes removal of undesirable brush by hand crews, depending on the severity of the terrain, said local officials. Herbicides do not kill trees, but kill only plants in a specific area that have been treated with herbicides. The project would not authorize any use of herbicides on national forests in California. Actual use of herbicides will not occur until approved through additional site-specific studies.
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**Don't Leave Our Kids Behind**

Gov. Pete Wilson's inaugural address was widely praised. The California Federation of Teachers (CTA) and many groups joined in the applause. Our state's teachers, however, have one concern with 1991-92 budget proposals. Suspending Prop. 98, the 1988 initiative designed to protect schools from excessive budget cuts, would result in the state once again taking from schools and children to pay for other state programs and services.

CTA urges Gov. Wilson to return to his vision of "prevention rather than remediation." He must preserve Prop. 98, the 1988 initiative designed to protect schools from excessive budget cuts, and support state education's losses will be no larger (and no smaller) than those of state programs as a whole.

All it would do is escalate the dropout rate, which is already the most overcrowded in the nation. Even more drop-outs and more tax-payers.

CTA urges Gov. Wilson to return to his vision of "prevention rather than remediation." He must preserve Prop. 98, the 1988 initiative designed to protect schools from excessive budget cuts, and support state education's losses will be no larger (and no smaller) than those of state programs as a whole.

Why, given his commitment to "prevention rather than remediation," have the governor's advisors inisted upon suspending Prop. 98? The governor's advisors have persuaded him to propose suspending Prop. 98 for the 1991-92 budget year. The governor's advisors have persuaded him to propose suspending Prop. 98 for the 1991-92 budget year.

1. **Surprising Prop. 98 is not only myopic; it is against the law.** It would be illegal for the governor to propose suspending Prop. 98.

   The 1991-92 budget year must be treated as a new fiscal year, and a new referendum begun.

2. **Prop. 98 would affect all school districts, not just those receiving "factory incentives."**

   Prop. 98 would apply to all school districts, not just those receiving "factory incentives."

3. **Prop. 98 is a permanent, not a temporary, commitment to education.**

   Prop. 98 is a permanent, not a temporary, commitment to education. It is not a way to escape from tough fiscal problems.

4. **Prop. 98 is the only provision in the state budget that guarantees education.**

   Prop. 98 is the only provision in the state budget that guarantees education. It is the only provision in the state budget that guarantees education.

5. **The results would be devastating.**

   The results would be devastating. Even more drop-outs and more tax-payers.

**There's Excitement in Every Turn!**

**LINCOLN CONTINENTAL**

**SAN BERNARDINO**

**CABRIOLET**

**1600 Camino Real**

**BURLINGTON WEBER**

**Sandy Weber, 824-0270**

**SAN BERNARDINO**

**EDUCATION**
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**MARCH AIR FORCE ACADEMY SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS**

Eligibility requirements were published in the Feb. 3 issue of The Black Voice News.

**Number and value of awards: Two $3,000 scholarships.

Please submit applications to: Duty Branch, U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80913.**

**For More Information, Call:**

1-800-558-5266 or (714) 335-3030.

**For Application Forms, Call:**

714-977-7553 or 714-335-3226.

**Deadline for Application:**

April 1, 1991.
NOTICE INVITING BIDS
River County Committee of Adjustment to Domestic Violence (RCADV)
Bids will be received by the City of Corona until 2:00 p.m., Wednesday, May 12, 2010, at Riverside City Hall, 10850 Hole Avenue, Suite C, Corona, CA 92882. The selected contractor will be notified by telephone on the day of opening of bids, RCADV reserves the right to reject any and all bids.

SECTION I PROPOSAL DOCUMENTS ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
This project is anticipated to be funded by a General Obligation Bond. The general obligation bonds are subject to the provisions of the California Constitution and the California Building Code. The project is being awarded pursuant to the provisions of the California Public Contract Code, Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code.

Palm Springs Senior Center September of the City of Corona California
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS REALIZED POSSIBLE
Accepted for purchase of the following equipment: Passenger van, office equipment and furniture, building equipment. Al Minn, 31764 Casino Drive, Suite 106A, Lake Elsinore, CA 92330, Telephone: (760) 683-8922, in accordance with the provisions of the California Public Contract Code, Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code and the City of Corona specifications.

Palm Springs Senior Center will receive all bidders or proposals, at the following locations:

The work and improvements are authorized pursuant to the State of California.

The Contractor will be required to submit a copy of the certificate of insurance for the work and improvements. The certificate of insurance is required to be in effect for the duration of the contract.

Securities equivalent to any monies withheld by the Owner shall be substituted for ut in the form of an irrevocable letter of credit or any securities equivalent to any monies withheld by the Owner.

The Contractor shall be the beneficial owner of any securities substituted for ut or who shall deposit the securities in an escrow account with a state or federally chartered banking institution. The securities are to be held by the escrow agent in accordance with the provisions of the California Public Contract Code, Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code.

The Project is to be constructed in accordance with the provisions of the California Public Contract Code, Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code.
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